Finally there’s a locker system that adapts as fast as you do. Sizes that fit your space. Configurations that meet your demands. Accessories that change with your needs. The FreeStyle™ personal storage locker is the tough, adaptable, long-term solution to your personal storage requirements.

STANDARD FEATURES:
• Ability to reconfigure, on-site, throughout the life of the locker
• Adjustable shelf with integral garment hanger
• Industry’s strongest doors with double-wall, welded box construction
• Air extraction ready – engineered to promote proper air flow within the locker
• Electrical ready – add duplex outlets to lockers at any time
• Hang items like duty belts or clothing on the interior door panel, by utilizing integrated peg board holes
• Durable powder-coat paint finish in numerous standard colors
• 9.5 or 13” deep hardwood butcher block bench on bench drawer units
• 200 lb. capacity bench and external access drawers
• Welded cabinet construction with reinforced corners for added rigidity

AVAILABLE ACCESSORIES:
Unlike other personal storage systems that offer a limited range of options, FreeStyle is an all-new design with an all-new philosophy: Let the locker conform to the demands of the user. Therefore, Spacesaver’s menu of accessories is robust and flexible – meaning we offer the most useful accessories, helping you reach your storage goals.

• Modular electrical components provide duplex outlets for powering and charging electronic devices
• Adjustable, full-width shelves: plain, heavy-duty or louvered
• Interior locking security compartment
• File storage components
• Extra hooks
• Double-hook kit, for hanging and drying body armor
• Internal drawers 6” and 9” heights, with and without lock
• Rubber shelf mat
• Weapons storage components – safely and securely store all types of firearms
• Exclusive EZ-Rail™ accommodates plastic storage bins and slat wall accessories
• Body armor drying rack
• Door mounted clipboard/document pocket
• Adjustable three-hook bracket
• Molded rubber boot tray
• Magnetic mirror
• Trim options
• Color options
• Continuous sloped tops

(One locker. Multiple applications. Endless options.)
FREESTYLE™ PERSONAL STORAGE LOCKERS ARE AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING DIMENSIONS:
- Widths: 12", 18", 24", 30", 36"
- Depth: 24"
- Heights: 72", 84", 90"

WITH THE FOLLOWING LOCK OPTIONS:
- No lock (hassp only for padlock)
- Keyed lock with master keys and “slam-lock” feature
- Combination lock with master keys and “slam-lock” feature

WITH THE FOLLOWING DOOR OPTIONS:
- Single door* (available on 12", 18" and 24" wide units)
- 2, 3 or 4-tier doors* (available on 12", 18" and 24" wide units)
- Double door* (available on 24", 30" and 36" wide units)

WITH THE FOLLOWING DRAWER OPTIONS:
- No drawer / full-height door (available on 72" high units)
- 18" high external access drawer (available on all 72", 84" and 90" high units, in 18", 24" 30" and 36" widths)
- 18" high bench drawer (available on all 72", 84" and 90" high units)

* plain or diamond perforated doors